DMAP Mobile Unit Multi-Site Policy

Scenario 1:
If a mobile unit or units* services multiple locations that do not have the same interpreting physicians and scanning protocols, each location served by the mobile unit must apply for accreditation separately and pay the full accreditation fee.

Scenario 2:
If a mobile unit or units* services multiple locations and all locations have the same interpreting physicians and scanning protocols each mobile location served by that unit must apply for accreditation separately and pay a reduced accreditation fee. Facilities should follow the steps below to ensure that additional mobile address applications linked to the same mobile unit are processed using the reduced fee:
1. Contact the ACR to determine the discount.
2. Apply for each mobile location, and include a signed survey agreement and a copy of the discount letter with each payment submission.
3. Each mobile location will be charged a reduced accreditation fee based on a multi-site discount

The discount is valid for a defined period of time, and does not apply to repeats or reinstates with corrective action plans. Upon renewal, a new discount request is required.

* (For unit-based accreditation) Accredited mobile units under the same ownership may be shifted from one accredited location to another accredited location (route change) without any additional costs as long as all units have successfully undergone accreditation testing and no new certificates are requested. Verification of the mobile unit’s accreditation will occur before the additional address applications are accepted. A change in ownership of a mobile unit or a new previously untested mobile unit will be treated differently and does not qualify under scenario 1 or 2 above.